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Abstract:
This project discusses the proposed changes to the currently implemented

electromechanical devices which are running in cooperation with a distributed control

system (DCS). A PLC (programmable logic controller) has been lately recommended to

be added to a burner management system (BMS) to increase the fired heater’s efficiency

and to provide better services like purging, emergency shutdown, shutdown, flame

detection and better fuel consumption. Additionally, the BMS will increase the furnace’s

reliability and will decrease unplanned shutdown times. Furthermore, With a simple

ladder diagram (LAD) and a sequential function chart(SFC) , it’s obviously easier to

track the status of inputs and outputs instead of having the operator to be physically close

to the burner for ignition and flame monitoring. Moreover, diagnostics are better

facilitated while operating the PLC than with the current working system.

The burner under investigation runs with fuel gas only and the pilots require ignition via utilizing an ignition transformer and

ionization rod. In fact, there are many procedures which were followed to complete this project and they are as listed below:

• We completely provided the details of the furnace datasheets along with its current operating conditions.

• We calculated the present furnace’s efficiency to indicate the impedance of providing operation neither at full capacity nor at

optimum operating conditions due to the lack of a healthy control system.

• We created an  SFC chart and a ladder diagram representing the operation of the BMS which includes purging, starting pilot and 

fuel gas burner.

• We used the i-TRILOGI simulation software to attempt running the ladder diagram and observe the status of inputs and outputs.



Project Scope:

•To clearly understand the basics of control

and instrumentation for a fired chemical

heater and the burner management system

(BMS) which are necessary for any engineer/

technician working close to systems that

encompass controlling burners such as fired

heaters, such as in refinery, or boilers, if

he/she works in a steam generation unit.

•To carefully study the current efficiency of

the fired heater and to discuss the positive

impact on the chemical fired heater including

start-ups, shutdowns, emergency shutdowns,

flame monitoring systems& alarms that form

intrinsic parts of any burner management

system nowadays.

•Aiding the understanding of international

standards for safe operations in a chemicalstandards for safe operations in a chemical

fired heater.

•Attempting to present the steps of starting

the BMS panel in a clear not very technical

and yet very operation staff friendly in a

language that is obvious and understandable.

•Providing a sequential function chart (SFC)

for the procedures of running the BMS panel

and successfully starting a burner by

following ladder diagram (LAD) sequences.

Conclusion:
It is evident that implementing a BMS will greatly increase the levels of safety and will reduce unplanned shutdown periods to a

substantial extent and therefore increase operation hours and fired heater’s life-time. Moreover, the flame detection feature

obviously reduces the risks involved in burners ignition and it will also decrease flame impingement chances which mean a worry-

free environment to both engineers and technicians. However, carefully understanding the mechanisms of running the BMS and

adapting to the new proposed changes could take some time and that’s what the operation manual actually tries to simplify to reach

anyone standing near the panel. Additionally, if the BMS is correctly linked to a distributed control system, which controls the A/F

ratio, fuel consumption and previous fired heater efficiency will be optimised.










